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Kolte, V. B.—A Note on the Date of Hemadri's Death.
NUJ. Pt. 7, pp. 96-98.	[447
Shows from the evidence of Llla-caritra that Hemadri was put to death
by Ramdeorao Yadava and that thisroccurred.after the murder of Chakra-
dhara. The date of Chakradhara's murder is 1198 Saka, (A. D. 1276).,
which shows that Heniadri's murder took place sometime after 1276 A.D,
Eadiakrislinan, E. P.—The Date of Vinmktafcman. NIA.
IV, PL 7, pp. 239-242.	[448
Concludes that Vimuktatman flourished somewhere about 850 A. D.
"Though the figure may not be quite correct", says the writer, "his
chronological portion between Suresvara and Sarvajnatman stands fairly
establised ".
	 Two Amrtanandas:   Both   Vedantins,   In No. 1434,
pp. 345-350.    "	[449
Discusses the identity and probable date of Amrtanandas, the author
of Brahmaprakasika, and points out that there were two Amrtanandas,
one the writer of tantric work and the other a vedantin.
Raghavacarya, E. V. Vira—Ancestry and Date of ths
Samskrit Dramatist Vatsya Vardacarya (1325-1400
A. D.) JSrOL It, Pt 1, pp. 85-91	[450
Gives chronology and genealogy of Gbatikasata Varadacarya or
Vatsya Varadacarya, popularly known as Ammal, who was one of the
reputed Sanskrit savants and poets of South India;
Sarma, M. Somasekhara—The Chronology of the Sultans of
Gulbarga JBORS. XXVII, pp. 455-472.	* [451
The chronology of the Bahamani Sultans of Galbarga has not yet been
properly studied and satisfactorily worked out Of the fourteen kings
of the Bahamani dynasty the first eight ruled from Gulbarga and the
remaining from Bidar, An attempt is here made to settle the chrono-
logy of the Sultans who ruled at Gulbarga.
Upadhyaya, B. S.—The Date of Kalidasa. JUPH8. XIV,
Gulbarga. Pt. 2, pp. 23-35,	[452
Examines briefly a few of the theories put forward by scholars, and
attempts to bring the date closer and thus to indicate the utmost
narrow range wherein the poet may have flourished. Assigns the date
of his birth to about A. D. 375, and of his death about A. D. 445.

